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holding of benefices.1 Repercussions of this work, as has
been stated, were felt beyond the limits of his own diocese,
perhaps because of its scholarly thoroughness, its priority
in point of time, its correspondence to contemporary needs;
perhaps also because Edmund of Abingdon, Lexington,^
Roger of Sarum, had come into contact with it before
passing on to episcopal work in other dioceses.
Further, it will be seen from examining the lists that'
elections of clergy from the diocese to the episcopal see
took place in cathedral chapters only after the work of a
reforming bishop. Reform and development such as Poore's
seem to have given cathedral chapters independence and
a real capacity to withstand external influences. Thus,
after the influential work of Poore at Salisbury, M, Robert
Bingham, M. Giles Bridport, and Walter de la Wyle were
successively elected de gremio; after the work of Richard
Wych at Chichester, M. John Clipping and M. Stephen
Berksted; after the work of Walter Gray at York, M. Sewal
Bovill and M. Godfrey Ludham. The way in which tradi-
tions were thus rendered continuous is of real significance,
a commentary in itself on the value of the bishops* work in
their cathedrals at this time.
Finally, a comparison of the list of bishops drawn from
the experienced secular clergy with the list of scholar
bishops shows a remarkable correspondence. These magistri,
after, alongside, or as an interlude in their academic training
iti churchmanship, became acquainted practically with the
working of the diocese and the courts and the problems
connected therewith. They came to their episcopal work
equipped with experience both of the diocese and the
schools. This fact adds much weight to what has already
been said of the training and achievements of the scholar
bishops.
1 Col. Papal Letters, i. 105. The influence of Poore's synodal constitutions is
discussed below, p. 117 seq. His Tractates de Officiis Ecclesiastics and Sarum
Customs as a whole had remarkable influence on the growth of secular cathedrals
throughout the thirteenth century. (Lincoln Cathedral Statutes, ed. Bradshaw and
Wojpdsworth, i. 67-8, 80-1; Statutes and Constitutions of Chichester9 pp. 8-17;
Calendar ofMSS. of the Dean and Chapter of Wells (Historical MSS. Commission,
1907), i. 30,31.)

